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The Educators National School Safety Association (ENSSA™) was created as a central repository and 

communication portal to educate schools and learning centers in “Best Practice” security protocols 

and solutions.  This robust site provides educators, faculty, staff (and their school safety partners) 

with quality information, resources, consultation, and training.  ENSSA also connects schools and 

learning centers to share effective ideas and strategies which are paramount in the prevention of 

school crime and violence.  ENSSA works with the United States Departments of Education, Justice, 

and Homeland Security to identify and promote strategies that ensure safe learning environments 

for students and educators.  By providing information and establishing open lines of communication 

between educators and safety advisors, we can all work to keep “Safe Schools in America”.     

Educators National School Safety Association™ 

ENSSA has established an Advisory Board consisting of school leaders, civic and community leaders, 

law enforcement, and others who share in the common goal of keeping our schools safe.  The       

mission of the Advisory Board is to provide guidance as to the future of school safety.  This eclectic 

group represents those who “touch” education and has been assembled to ensure shared lines of 

communication are established as new protocols and techniques are validated.   School Safety      

updates are immediately provided  through the ENSSA website, public events, and National Confer-

ences.  The timely sharing of information is essential in working to keep our Schools Safe.   

PLEASE JOIN ENSSA TODAY.  Through your membership and private donations, 

ENSSA Promotes School Safety by providing current “Best Practice” tools and tech-

niques to schools and learning centers throughout America.  ENSSA validates all   

training programs and product offerings developed by companies that specialize in 

school safety and security prior to hosting these solutions on ENSSA.  Our team of 

ENSSA school security experts ensure only the best information, training material 

and security products are provided to teachers, administrators, & support teams.  

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.ENSSA.ORG 
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“SHELTR”  

Training℠ Program 

‘SHELTR VISION’™ Mobile Application 

Developed for IPhone and Android operating systems, the SHELTR VISION™ mobile 

application allows direct  communication with authorities while in a crisis situation. 

Utilizing video, sound, GPS, and an emergency location beacon, authorities monitor 

PAK-Jacket™ System (www.pakjacket.com) 

The ‘Protect a Kid’™ Jacket (PAK-Jacket) System is designed for individual mobile                     

protection. Manufactured to NIJ-IIIA ballistic standards, the PAK-Jacket System will              

provide protection from .22, .38, .44, and 9mm rounds.  In addition, the jackets are 

fire retardant, cut resistant, razor/slash resistant, and stab proof. Each jacket      

includes Kevlar gloves, high heat intensity goggles, vacuum sealed first aid kits, and 

a high decibel whistle.  The PAK-Jacket System is a versatile option for safety and 

Blast Boards (www.blastboards.com) 

The Blast Board is a ballistic white board that provides NIJ IIA Ballistic Protection.  

The boards can be fastened in place of an existing whiteboard/chalkboard or be 

purchased as a stand alone product.  “Wall Mounted” Blast Boards are mounted 

with a single point quick release system that lowers the board to the ground in less 

than 3 seconds. The back of each board is equipped with multiple non-slip handles 

to provide users with protection while moving to a safe location.  The blast board 

also provides superior protection when used as a shield in the classroom safe area.  

Unfortunately schools and other public venues around the world are becoming 

a target to foreign and domestic terrorism.  There are not enough law enforce-

ment officers available to secure every location where a terrorist or terrorist 

organization may attack.  The ‘SHELTR’ Training courses and Tactical Protective 

Gear gives the school, university, or workplace a chance to defend from an     

Active Threat.  Safety Hazard-Emergency-Lethal Threat Response℠ (SHELTR) 

Training provides Teachers, employees, maintenance staff and grounds keepers 

with training tools and techniques in which to keep their school safe.  These 

tools and techniques teach how to “LOOK” for things that are out of the norm, 

“REPORT” incidents in a timely and accurate manner, and “RESPOND” if your 

campus or workplace becomes engaged by a threat or crisis situation. 


